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The present article is mainly concerned with the derived functors fxt11f,.; ot
the functors L(E,.), E fixed, acting from the category of Frächet spaces to

the category of linear spaces (see Palamodov [t7] ), with conditions for
rxtilr,F) = o (see [at] ) and their applications. rxt11r,F) = 0 means that all
exact sequences 0 + F - G- E - 0 split (cf. Thm. 1.8.).

In a first section we give a short introduction to the theory of the functors
1_

Ext'(E,.) (cf. ttz] , Lltl) with special emphasis on the concrete representations
for Extl(E,F) and the connectjng maps in case E or F is nuclear. The necessary

resp. sufficient conditions for fxtl1f,f; = 0 (Thm. 1.9.) are presented without
proof (s. [ef]1. lnstead we give in §2 a direct proof for fxti(s,s) = 0 which

leads via the permanence properties derived in § 1 directly to the splitting
theorem for exact sequences 0 * F - G - E * 0 where F is a quotient and E a

subspace of s (cf. [za], [:q], [zq]1. The description of the classes

rxt11r,s) = 0 and Extl(s,F) = 0 given in Thm. 2.5. shows the strong connection

between the theory of fxtl(.,.) and the structure theory of nuclear Fröchet

spaces as developed for the case of s in [23"] and [3a].

In § 3 we prove by use of the properties of Extl(r,.) and a lemma from [29]
(Lemma 2.1. in the present paper) that a hypoelliptic partial differential
operator on IRn with constant coefficients has no right inverse in C-(a),
Q c lRn open (see [fz] wlth a different proof). This extends a result of
Grothendieck on el1iptic operators.

In § 4 we show how the knowledge of conditions for Extl(E,F) = 0 can be used for
the^ i nvest i gati on of topoi ogi ca1 properti es ( barrel I edness etc . ) of spaces

Eü @n F: Lb(E,F), E"F Fr6chet spaces, one of them nuclear (cf. Grothendieck [B],
II, § 4). In particular we give in Thm. 4.9. a complete basis free description
of the classes {E;l-b(E,Fo) barrelled} and {F : LO(Eo,F) barrel'led} if Eo or Fo

is a power series space satisfying a stability condition, so extending the
results of Grothendieck loc. cit.. We also give a solution for the problem of
classification of complex manifolds V according to topological properties (here
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barrelledness of Lo(E,F))as proposed jn Grothendieck [Bl, II, p. l2B, at least if
V is a Stein manifold. A more direct and systematic treatment is contained in [33].

In § 4 we make use of the results of [31], § 4 and § 5 on rxt11E,r; = 0 which are**
based on (s1) and (sr). The proofs are rather complicated so we do not present
them here. Instead *. ur. in the final sectionconditions (Si) ana «s)y to investi-
gate which spaces E or F can occur in a nontrivial way in the relat.ion Extl1r,r;=6.
These are essentially the countably normed spaces E (more precise: the spaces E

satisfying a condition (DN*)) and the quasinormable spaces F. A special role play
the spaces F which are quojections or do not satisfy the condition (*) of Bellenot-
Dubinsky [31. Some results of § 5 are strongly related to the results ot [r+1.

0. l,le will use standard notation of the theory of locally convex spaces as in
[12] , [2o]. For nuclear spaces we refer to [a ], [19], for sequence spaces to
[S ] and for concepts of homological algebra to [1] and [15].

Throughout the paper E,F,G,H always denote 1oca11y convex Fröchet spaces, over
K = R or 0, ll il1 = ll 11, < ... a fundamental system of seminorms. L(E,F) is the
linear space of continuous linear maps from E to F. 0n the dual space E,=L(E,]K )

of E we consider the dual (lR*U1+-1-rulued) norms*
llvlll = sup {ly(x)l : x e E, llxllo = 1}.

l,le put

E[ := 1y ( E' : llyll; . + -]
A Fröchet space E is said to have property (DN) (resp. (a)) if there ex.ists a

fundamental system of seminorms such that i = O_, 
, 

O*, (resp. 'i' :
ll llk-l ll ll1*1) for all t (see [23], [34], [3o..]).

A nuclear Fr6chet space is isomorphic to a subspace of s iff jt has property (DN)
(s. [Z:]), it is isomorphic to a quotient space of s iff it has property (n),
(t' [S{). s denotes the nuclear Fr6chet space of all rapidly decreasing sequences:

s={x=(x.x2,...) :llxllf =4l*i jk.*- forallk}
J"

More generally 1et o 
. 

(u,l,k)3'rk b. an infinite matrix such that 0 =.j,k=uj,o*r,t[P.j,k > 0 for all j and k. Then we define

r(A) := {x = (xt,xZ, .) 'llxlit =3 lri uj,k. + -for ail k}

r-(A) := {x = (xpXz, .) : lixllr< = sjp *jl uj,k. * - for at'l k}.

Equipped with their respective seminorms (ll ilk)k, 
^ 

these are Fr6chet spaces. They
are called Köthe sequence spaces. They are nuclear.iff for every k there is p suchnthat (with ö = o) 

'
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( Grothendi eck-Pi etsch cri teri on ) .

In this case we have r.(A) = I-(A), and vice versa.

1.
If uj,,. = oOJ with_sequences O. c1 . eZ ...2r and o = (oj)j,o1= t.r- ...y'+-,
then ).(A) (resp. r.-(A)) is called power series space and denotäd-by rr.(c)(resp.
lit.)). It depends only on r and the sequence o. For fixed c all spaces l.(:)
1resp. ei(")) with r < + - are isomorphic. Therefore we can restrict our attention
to the cases r = 1, + -. r'r(o) is called power series space of fjnite type, rr_(c)
of infinite type. Power series spaces of finite type and of infinite type can

never be i somorphi c.

By o := KN we denote the product of countabiy many copies of the scalar field,
Oy ä((u) the nuclear Fr6chet space of holomorphic functions on a complex mani-
fol d V.

1. In this first section we present some basic facts on the derived functors
rrrk/r .\ L = n'lv,1,,,r, of the functor L(E,.). All these functors are considered
to act from the category of Fröchet spaces to the category of linear spaces
over lK = IR or 0. E denotes a fixed Fröchet space.

l,Je do not give a construction for these functors but take their existence as

granted by homological algebra (see Palamodov [17]). Instead we take an

axiomatic approach, i,e. we state properties of these functors and this will be

the only information which we will use.

The functors fxtk1f,.) have the following properties:

(o) Exto(E,.)=L(E,.) L q
(I) To every short exact sequence 0rF-G-Hro there are assigned linear

maps

sk : ExtklE,H) * Extk+l(E,F), k = 0,1, ...
such that

qo 50 't t1 ', q1 
10 * L(E,F) 

-- 
L(E,c).-- L(E,H) - Ext'(E,F)- Extr(E,G)- Extr(E,H)

'1 . -2,- -, '2_-- EXL (E rr J

'is exact and depends functorially on the short exact sequence.

(II) For every injective space I we have fxtk(f,I) = 0 for k = 1,2, ,.. ,

a.
s J tr\

: a.J J,K+P
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l,,le used (and will use) the following notations: rp 6A = ,,roA, ,pkA is the map

assigned to A by the functors fxtk1f,.), k = I,Z, ,.. A space I is called
injective if for each space E, each closed subspace Eo . E, and each rp e L(Eo,l)
there exists an extension + e L(E,l). Examples of injective spaces are the

spaces 1-(M), 14 an index set, and their products.

If F is a Fr6chet space then an exact sequence

o*F*,oa,rlrz*...,
IO injective for all k, is called an injective resolution.

l,Je can use any injective reso'lution of F to calculate the space fxtklf,F), as

the following proposition shows. The proof is standard. In fact usuaily one uses

injective resolutions to prove the existence of functors fxtklf,.) with the
properties described above.

1.1. Proposition: ff 0 - n * I^Ja r,,a Ir * .. is an .irijecttue resolutt-on,
UIL-

then
l, -. lt *

F , K/F r\ 'Lxt''(t,f) j ker'p / im tO-t

for. k = 1,2, ...

Proof: l.^/e put 7o= F, ZO = ker c1 = im cO_, for k = 7,2, .,. and obtain for each

k = 0,1, ... a short exact sequence

Lk
0-7u -Ik---.--Zk*1.0

which leads by (l) and (III) to a long exact sequence

'k 1 10, L(E,zk) - L(E,lt): L(E,Zpat) r Ext'(E,zk) - o . Ext'(E,zk+l)
)

Since L(E,Zo11) = ker.i*r,r',ts gives us for al k =;,i::,t:l:-] ;: ,,;, ..'. ,

- ,t,- *
LXr (1,/k,) = Ker ,p*1 / rm rO

Exti 1r,zo*r) : rrti*1(r,zo)

Combining these equations and using Zo = F we obtain

uxtklr,F) I Extl(E,Zk_I) I ker .i I i, .i_,
for k = 7,2, ...

It can easily be seen that every Banach space F has an injective resolution of
Banach spaces. we need only to know that every Banach space X can be naturally
'imbedded into 1-(Bo) where B0 is the unit ball in X'. we apply this to F and put
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Io = 1-(40), then to IolF and obtain I1, etc.

1.2. corollary: Jf I ls rluclec-T anc F = n F, ls o- proctt-ct of Banach spctces F 

3,th", Extk(t,F) = O for k = l,Z, ... j

Prcof: we apply the above described procedure separately to the F, and obtain an
injective resolution of the form

.i ):JJ
0- Ft -lJ-.--lrJ

J" J- j'

where the IJO are Banach spaces.

From the properties of a nuclear space (s. Grothendiecf< ia_l,II,s 3, no1) and prop.
1. 1. we concl ude the asserti on.

The preceding remark is very useful as one sees from the fo'llowing lemma which is
contained in [17] Thm. 5.2 (or cor. 5.1.) and a proof of which can be found in
[:t] (Lemma 1.1.). We need the foltowing notation:

A projective spectrum pl,k , Fl * Fp (1 : k) of Banach spaces is called a

fundamental system of Banach spaces for the Frächet space F if
(i) F = lim proj FO

(ii) for every k there is an l: k such that cO F is dense in o],k F.,, where
irk : F - Fk denotes the canonical map.

1.3. Lemma: /y' o.l ,k : F., .. FO 't o ft,..tc.:o^.,..-,7 sbssart ol po,ach s?tces lor F

then the sequence (ttcanonical resalutiorLn)

O .F. F, Q,T F, O

kKkK
iseract,uhereu: x *(oox)oazdq: (xp)p -(pk+I,kxk+1 _*t)t

This yields as an immediate consequence (see [:t], fnm. l.Z.; cf. [16], 7.1.,
[12] , p. 51) :

1.4, Theorem: If E or F is nucleat" then Extk(E,F) = 0 for. k ,: Z,

Proof: If F is nuclear, then F has a fundamental system of Banach spaces iso_
morphic to l-. Hence the Fo in Lemma 1.3. can be chosen injective, which means
that the short exact sequence in Lemma 1.3. is an injective resolution of length 1.
The assertion follows from prop. 1.1.

If E is nuclear then we choose any fundamental system of Banach spaces and
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apply (I) to the canonical resolution (see 1.3' ). We obtain

... * 0 - 0 * Extk(E,F) * 0 - O ...

for k = ?,3, .,. The zeros come from Cor. 1.2.

From Thm. 1.4. we obtain a permanence property:

1.5. Corollary: rf E or F "Js nuclear, fxt11f,F) = 0 and. Fo a quotient of F,='--T
.he" also Ext'(E,Fo) = 0.

Proof: Lel q : F - F^ be the quotient map, G := ker q. Then (I) applied to the,U
short exact sequence

0-G-FrFO-0

gi ves

... * Extl(E,F) - rxtl1r,Fo) - Ext2(E,G) * ...

The first term is zero by assumption, the third by 1.4., hence also the middle

term.

Our next task is to get more information on fxt11r,F) in case one of the spaces

i s nuc'lear.

1.6. Theorem: Let € ='Fk, ,1,k'bn a fund"anental sgstem of Banach spaces for
F, Let t or F be nuclear. Then

rxt11r,F) :T L(E,Fk) / B(E,s)

uy'tere

B(E,s) = i(At)r € n L(E,Fk)

Proof: If E is nuclear we apply (l)
obtai n

qo
'l' L(E 'Fr) - 

n L(E'FL)
k^k''

where the zero comes from Cor. 1.2.

If F is nuclear and o., 
,O 

: F., ' FO is any

we can find a fundamental system oY , :

-o 
" l'K

maps Dk ' Fi - F,. such that

: l(81)p ( Il L(E,FO) such that

Ak = pk+1,k Bk+1 -BO for all k].

to the canon i ca'l reso'l uti on ( see 1. 3. ) . We

_oö. - .r,- -,+LXr(r,r)_u+..!

fundamenta'l system of Banach spaces then

ff * ffl of injective Banach spaces and
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--+
+

0
ol ,k
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-tre1 ----l' 1

r -/ /I.^
' --r-- l*l

p? \=* -o, ,l

Fk

1*o
rO
'k

i s commutati ve.

Hence we obtain a commutative diagram

0 rF r ilF;-1 ,

t,o hI '" | ' 
^oo -F - rFi--:-

where tp i s induced by the op. l^Je a

lFr *o
K

t*
I

llF9 _O
,K
K

pply (I) to this diagram and obtain
*o

... +I L(E,Fk)-1-n L(E,Fk) 
u 

E^.1(E,F) * ...
o,l. ' k 4. f

| " 1," lia
lxl I

r L(E,13) oo r L(E,F:) 'o ,r,1(E,F) - o

kok"

The zero comes from (II).0bvious1y the assertion follows from this diagram.

From Thm. 1.6. again we obtain a permanence property:

1.7. Corollary: ry E or F is nuclear, fxttlf,F) = 0 and E^ a cLosed subspa.ce of E,

---.------r-Uthen Ext' (Eo,F) = 0.

P:roof: l,,le choose a fundamental system of Banach spaces for F which for nuclear

F we assume to consist of iniective Banach spaces. Hence in both cases the

restriction maps R,. : L(E,Fp) * L(Eo,F;,) are surjective for all k (for E nuclear

see [B],II,§3). The RO induce the map R in the following diagram. R is surjective.

o = Extl(E,F) : n l(r,Fk) / B(E,s) 
R,I 

L(Eo,Fk) / B(Eo,5F) : Extl(Eo,F)
k''k

This shows the assertion,

In the fo'llowing part of th'is section we want to explain, what in terms of the

concrete representation of 1.6. (and 1.4.) Extl(E,F) resp. the long exact

sequence (l) "means". Let us remark that the isomorphism which we used in 1'6. is
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in a canonical way determined by the fundamental system of Banach spaces. It is
induced by the 60 assigned to the canonical resolution (see 1.3.). In the following
discussion we will always talk about this isomorphism.

Let0*F L, G Q, H*0 beanexact sequence. We assume thateitherEorF,G
and H are nuclear. let6, S,kbe fundamental systems of Banach spaces such that
for every k we have an exact sequence of Banach spaces

,k at

0-Ft 
-.Gt-Hk.0

and such that for all I > k the diagram

0*F-:*G Q , H '0I, J^ 'I
'I Y'l

0 Ft--_Gt----r-H.l .0

ü .r ü oo t,

0 t Fk* Gk Hk t 0

is commutative. lnle can obtain such fundamental systems e.g. by taking for § the

Banach spaces generated by a fundamental system of seminorms on G and for.f and

k the Banach spaces generated by the induced resp. coinduced fundamental systems

of seminorms on F resp. H.

l^le have the fol l owi ng s ituat'i on

^o - -1,- -, tl -..-1,- ^, 
q1 

-. -1,- ,,,')zExt'(E,i) Ext-(E,G) 

- 

Ext'(E,H) 
-- 

0

L(E,H)',-\ ',? , I ^ I
ot* r L(E ,F,.)/B(t,11-!- n L(E,G, )/a6,q) 

q 
i, L(E,H, )/B(E,k) - o

k K k ( o' k ('

where D,I,Q denote the maps induced by means of the isomorphisms from 50, .1, q1

l,Je want to describe these maps.

l^le apply therefore (I) columnwise to the following diagram:

I
k

II
k

IJ f't

0

J
G

It
G.

K

I
G,

K

il
k

It
k

0
.,

H

I
H,

K

J,

Hk

Fk

J T,r
Ft

,t
0

Q,

Xo,. 
,

too-_

ü

0

Il
k

il
k

0
J

F

J

0

356
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where the columns are canonicai resolutions. t,,le obta.in by use of (l) and (the proof
of) 1.6. the following commutative diagram with exact columns. The rows are easily
seen to be exact.

0

J
L(E,F)

J

n L(E,Fp)*r
,1,

n L(E,Fr.)
k"

Juo

rxtl1r,r;
J,

0

0

L(L,trJ

0
-tr\y

.i I .X ,u

" 
i,(t:ro, :-- 

L1r,Ho)

'k ', qk v-
K - L(E,Gk) L(E,Hk)

lao r:o

t1 , rrt11l,ey q1 , ,*,'tr,rl

L (E,H )

I
0

maps between the

on the quotients.

t,

0

I,^le see immediately that the maps I and Q are the natural
respective spaces, i.e. the maps induced O, 

X 
,O und 

I 
OO

Moreover we can by a standard procedure of homological algebra (s. [15]) define
a map d : L(E,H) - Extl(E,F) as follows:

For p e L(E,H) we have, because of the nuclear.ity assumptions, aq € im (n qi). We

choose V ( n L(E,G1) such that (n cil V = arp. Since fr qil u V = c(n ql)^1 =

c a, = 0 we can find \ € - L(E,Fk) such that (r Li) \ = i*. l,l. out d,,= ö0.,.
It is not difficult to prove that d is well defined, linear and makes the
fol 1 owi ng sequence exact

... - L(E,G) f, t-tr,H) -g- rxtl1r,r; '' ,*,'1r,r;

Hence 60 = A o d where A is an automorphism of ker.1 and so .is the one acting
from L(t,H) - Extl(E,F).

we now put i'q := [x-] where I ] denotes the equivalence class in il L(E,F1 )/af ,g1.
It follows. easily ('0 acting from , L(E,Fr) - Extl(E,F) induces an isomorphism)
that alro i'i, well defined and ti[ear. siraightforward calculation shows that
D = B oi where B is some automorphism of ker I, or equivalently: that im D = im ö,
ker D = keri.

lnJe have to explain I. tt describes the following (Mittag-Leffler-) approach to the
sol uti on of the ) i fti ng probl em

L
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Q + F + G QtH + O

f.A' i'r
E

Fi rst we sol ve al I the " l ocal " 1 i fti ng probl ems

t

which we can do by our nuclearity assumptions. The Q1 are the maps induced by q,

i,e. the components of aq. The a1 give the components of aq. Then we apply b, i.e.
form the maps pk+l,ko,fk+l - Vk. If rle think of L as an imbedding, these can be

considered as maps in L(E,Fk), i.e. they define the components;(k of an element

r ( 
[ L(E,Fk).

Our oriqinal lifting probiem is easily seen to be solvable if and only if we can

find (Bp)k " I L(E,FO) such that k+l,kolL*1 - Ik = .k+l,k o Bk*1 - tOa n.jt-t"

k+1,k (,k*1 I Bk*l) = k - Bo for all k' This means nothing else than Do=-\- = 0

and that is equivalent to fu = 9.

Hence the axiomatic approach describes (under our nuclearity assumptions) via the

concrete representation nothing else than the possibility of the "natural" way of

solution of the lifting problem. ker.1 describes the obstruction against this in

the concrete S.ituation. fxt11f,f; describes the "structural " or "maximal " ob-

struction in any situation. If it is zero the procedure always works'

tr^le admit without further proof the following theorem (s. [31], Thm 1.8.):

1.8. Theorem: The folloaing are equL,;alent:

(1) rxt11r,r) = o

(2) Eoe'ry eract sequence 0 * F * G * E * 0 spllts.
(z) For e,;ery eractsequenceO- F*G1H-Oancle € L(E,H) tTtere erists

V € L(E,G) ultl.t (Q = q oV.
(4) For euerg eract sequenceO- llG- E-0 and rp e L(H,F) thet'e ex"-sts

\, ( L(G,F) usith,2 = \f o L.

The rest of this paper will be mainly devoted to a discussion of conditions for

fxt11f,F) = 0 and their applications. liJe use the following conditions on two

Qr,0 - Fr Gk "--rk - o

§^. rk
l'k
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Frächet spaces E and F (s. [31] and ror (si) Apio.ta tz ] l.
denotes a fundamental system of seminorms on E or F resp.,
lixllr s 1] the dual norm of li llo ror y < E, or F' .

VK,m 3n,S Vx € E, y € F'
o[*

= S ( llxiln rlylt* + l,xllno lrv,lu )

359

li ll1 = ll ll2 = ...
llvllfi = sup { ly(x) ]:

(s;) lno vu !k
*

llxll,, 11',' 0

(SZ) Vp 3no,k VK,m !n,S Vx ( E, y ( F,,
* o *o

llxllm llvllr< : s ( llxlln llvlli + tlxilno llvltJ )

in [at], Thm. 3.7. in connect.i on w.i th 3.9. it is shown:

1'9' Theorem: rf E is eountably nov,mable oT F refLext)ue and one of them nucLear,,
then

*1*(Sr) = Ext"(E,F)=o = (S;).

In F3] it is shown that (S;) is necessary and suffic.ient for fxtl1r,F) = 0 in the
case of Köthe spaces. A necessary and sufficient condition for Extl(E,F) = 0 jn
the general case is contained in [g:].

Furlher results on splitting relations, generalizations and investigations of
conditions for an exact sequence to split if Extl(E,F) I O are contained in [1 ],
[to_l , [re], lzs), b.al.

2. In this section all spaces are assumed to be nuclear. Instead of presenting
details of the rather complicated proof of Thm. 1.9. we discuss w.ith fu11 proofs
an example which immediately leads to the most important cases of Ext11E,F; = g

with respect to appiications. It shows in a very nice way the interpray between
the structure theory of (s) as developed in [z:_], [:+] (ct. atso [S], [z+], [sS]y
and the present theory. The foliowing remma 2.1. is in an equivalent form (s. Thm.
1'8.) contained in [zs], t.5.. t,le give a direct proof using the matrices of the
respective maps.

2.1. Lemma: Extl(s,s) = 0

Pv,oof: l,le apply 1.3. or 1.5. to the fundamental system

FO = {x = (x1,x2, ...) : llxilt = sup lxrl Zki. + - 1

of injective Banach spaces. ,:l.oo. r1r,rotl o ='r,r, ... be given. Each Ao

is represented by a matrix (.j:l)r,j 
e il with
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;:5 l.i:l l rkj-nv = zd . + -

for some n = n(k), d = d(k).

l.,le have to determine matrices 1u(k]1 satisfying analogous estimates such that
.10] = b(l*1) - 5(k] ro".r k,,:j:VIJ VIJ VIJ

We put D(1) = d(1), D(k+1) = max (d(k+l), 2 D(k) + k + 3) and N(1) = n(1),
N(k+1) = max (n(k+1), 2 N(k) ) for a't 1 k.

We will determine inductively matrices trjkll ror k = 2,3, ... and lujkll ro.
k = 1,2, .,. with

(1) tr(k] t 2(k-2)i .2-k
v rJ

(2) lrj:l | ,kj = rD(k)+N(k)v

(3) ,(k+l) * r(k+l) _ a(k) + v(k)vrJ vrJ vrJ 'vrJ

for all k,v,j.

We start rith u(11 = 0 for al1 v,j. L.t vjkJ be determined. We define

Io = {(v,j) : D(k) + N(k)v + k + 2< j}
It = {(v,j) : D(k) + N(k)v + k + 2: ji

,(k+1) J'J:i - 'i:i ror (v'i) € Io
v'J 

I o otherwise

,(lll) { 'l:: 
. 'ifl lll l'=,, ' ',

L 
0 otherwi se

Hence (3) is fulfilied by definition.

For (v,i) ( Io we obtain

t,jfjt) I 2(r-t)j = rr.jfJ r - t,jfl I I 2(k-1)i

. 2d(k)+n(k)v-j * rD(k)+N(k)v-i

. 2 
1 +D ( k ) +N ( k ) v -3'

' 2-k-1
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for (v,j) e I,

r,(l:j) I z(k+t)i. «.111 I - I'j:l ;2(k+1)j

:21+D(k)+N(k)v+j

.- r2D(k)+2N(k)v+k+3

.- rD(k+1)+N(k+1)v

which proves (1) and (2).

Now we defi ne

u(k) ,= u(k) - _f, ,(ll = r(k+1) - u(k] -.f, " ,(ll-v,i 'v,i l=k+l "v rJ v rJ -'v,J l=K+Z v,J

The second equality comes from (3).

The series converges because of (1). We obtain the following estimate:

tn(k)r zki .2D(k+1)+N(k+1)v * rd(k)+n(k)v * -; ^ ?-1v,J' :4 11k+2'

= C ,N(k+i )v

for appropriate C = C(k) and all k,v,j.

Hence 1u(kl)r,j e lN defines a map Bo e L(s,Fp)

l.^le further have because of (3)

o(k+1) - b(k) = u(k+1) - u(k) * r(k+l) = u(k)- v'J -vrJ vrJ vrJ vrJ vrJ

wh.ich means that oO*r,k o Bk+1 - Bk = At

From 1.5. and 1.7. we get immediately

2.2. Theoremi If E is a subspace of s andF a quotient spaee of s then

r,f(E,F) = o.

For the following result we use the method of [2:], Satz 1.7., it is indicated in

the remark at the end of proof of Satz 1.7.

2,3. Lemma: rf Extl(E,s) = 0 thenE is isomorph'ic 1;o a subspace of s.

Pv,oof: There.exists an exact sequence ( [23: , 1.6.)

o r s - , 1 ,N * o
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l

Accordjng to T. and Y. Komurars theorem 1[rr]) we can assume E imbedded in sN. l,Je
_1

set E = q'E and obtain an exact sequence

0+S*E-E*0
which splits by assumption (and Thm. 1.8.). Hence we have an imbedding E - E - s.

1

The Ext'(s,') case is a little bit more difficult. The proof uses the method first
used in [S{ in the slightly changed form ot [Z+]

2.4. Lemqe: ry Extl(s,F) = O then I is tsomorphtc to a quott)ent space of.s,

Pz'oof: l,le consider F as imbedded in sN, call Q the quot.ient space and obtain i'
as i in the previous proof, We get the following diagram

PP
o-E-l^ol; o

rt lo,O-E*H*Q*0
D| '2 t

5\

tt
00

where H = {(x,y) , ,N * i' , qt, = 92fi , pr(x,v) = x, pr(x,.y) = y.

Since ! L s we get from Ext11s,E; = 0 and 1.7. that fxtl1!,f; = 0. Therefore the
second row splits which gives H = f ei'.

The first column of the diagram above gives the first row of the diagram be1ow.
Our standard exact sequence gives the right column. The rest is constructed along
the same I ine as above .

00
tt

0 * S + H * ,N + 0

t1
0+S+G*S+0

tt
SS

It
00
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Because of 2.1. the second ror^r splits. Hence H ? E o§ it u quotient of
G? s e s ! s and therefore also E.

Now we have al1 ingredients for the following theorem which describes the exact
solution classes of Extl(E,s) = 0, Extl(s,E) = 0. Remember that all spaces in this
section are assumed to be nuclear.

2.5. Theorem: (a) Extl(E,s) = O if and. onlg if E t)s isomorpht)c to a subspace of s,

----.---T--_--_-tb) Ext' (s,f; = 0 if and only if I is.isomorphic to a quotient space of s.

The classes of subspaces and quotient spaces of s have been described in 123J, t34]
by topological linear invariants (DN) and (a). It is interesting with respect to
this to compare Thm. 2.5. with [3], § 4 where we describe e.g. the c]asses

1E : Extl(E,s) =Q] and 1F : Extl(s,F) =0] by topological invariants.

3. In this section we use the theory of § 1 to show that hypoelliptic partial
differential operators with constant coefficients have no right inverses in C-(n),
where e is an open set in Rn. This extends a resu.lt of Grothendieck on elliptic
operators (t. [Zt], L227). It is shown by a different proof and in greater
generality in IS2].

Let P(D) be a hypoelliptic linear partial differential operator with constant
coefficients, e c IRn op.n and P(D)-convex. trnle put

,lf!) = {f ( c-(a) : P(D)f = Oi.

From the exact sequence

o - tr/(rd) 1 c-(a) 
o(o' 

,-1n; * o

we obtain by (l) for any nuclear Fr6chet space E an exact sequence
* b/n\* o l

0 .L(8,,/rln)) ' , L(E,c-(a))t('l L(r,c-(a))-j- p*111g,.,rr1nyyi rxt11r,c-(?))-...

From [Z§],2.1. we take the following 1emma. It is shown there under the assumption
of ellipticity but the proof needs only hypoellipticity. For the sake of complete-
ness we give a proof,

3.1 . Lemma.: 
"1 = 0.

Proof: We choose a Sequence CIt.1AZ cc... cc 0 of open Sets such that e = ! nO

and denote by HO the closure of ,,{1n1]ak in C(Rk) considered as a space of

functions on ak. llle obtain in a natural way a commutative diagram with exact lines:
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0 - C-(a) - nC-(ak)

f. of,
0 - {(n) * 

Xto

u c-(n1) - 0
K A.

IJ

?'n + o

q

q

k
R ((fk)k) = ( :.

Thi s defi nes a conti nuous ,

r- and j are the identical imbeddings, q is def.ined UV q((fl)O) = {fO*r,,,. - fk)k.
The lower line is a canonical resolution (see 1,3.). To show exactness iÄ trre
upper line we have to prove surjectivity of q. l,Je even give a right inverse.
Therefore we choose .pO.cA(slO), +p = 1 on iO_, (no ,= 0 ) and put

,lrf, - f1)1

Iinear map R : n C-(eO) *n C-(ak), Since

k+1 k

,=1 ', 
f - fk*1 - 

,=1 ', 
f + fo = fk*1 - fk*1 * fk = ft

onQkwehaveqoR=id.

Application of (l) gives the following commutatjve diaqram with exact lines

... § I L(E,c-( k)) -{', L(E,c-( k)) 
j rxt11r,c-(?))

o ^jo 
o 

ro 
n.r

* 
.. .rL(E,H*) ',E^t11E,r/(n))-o

q in the upper line is surjective since q has a r.iqht inverse there. Hence s0 = O

in the upper line and therefore r.1 o ao = o where 60 (1ower line) is surjective.
Thi s proves the resu l t.

If P(D) has a right inverse, then clearly p(D)* is surjective for every F. Hence

Exti1f,,/(sl)) = 0 for every F, in particular for f = ",= ON

3.2. Lemma: If N is a Frbchet space sttch that Extl(u,H) = 0 then N/ker J )l is a
Banach space for euery conttnuous seminortrt I lj on N.

Proof: S'ince the assumption implies Ext11^,H71; = O for any closed subspace L c H

it suffjces to show: If H is a Fr6chet space with cont.inuous norm such that
Extl(.,H) = 0 then H is a Banach space.

we may assume that 1 -< ? = ,.. is a fundamental system of continuous norms
on H. l^le cail HO the completion of the normed space (H,Jl Jlp) and ok,.l , Hk * Hl
(for k:1) the canonical extension of the identity. Then we have the canonical
resol ut i on
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o*H* o

X'o-X'o*o'
where q11xo)p) = (ok+1,k xk+1 - rr)l
If H is not a Banach space then for each
ok,1 ak I H. otherwise we wourd nuu. oo.,ori 1 ;.,"::";;:oo',lni.ll ir'lnjnli.,.o
graph theorem' wourd imply that r rs riJmorphic to the Banach space Ho/ker oo,,

Ili,ir;,jit; "7'; r';' 
" we put A(q) = ({1 a1' 12 az' "' ) e f, Ho' Then bv

put B e, = (br,j,,,l,li:-l ;:::: :,':I,:,,,j1^; l.:*,such 
ihatA =qo B we

(1) ok*1,k bk*l,i = br,, for k > i and k < i
(2) u- = o1+1,j bj*1,j - bj,j
(3) For each k we have jp such that bo,, = 0 for j _ jt.

i'l lI';:',:i:',:::;:.'l,oi,i,',il'i.:I: ll;i;,'i,l':,:,i,i: 
j rr we choose

oi,1 ui = bi - oi,1 bi,i = bj - b1,j = bj ( H

which contradicts the choice of uj.

'.le 
return to our hypoelliptic operator p(D). If it has a right inverse in c-(n)we know that Extl(o, ,lf|)) = 0. We cnoose a compact K c ;r y.1 11., non empty .i nteriorand apply Lemma 2 to the seminorm iirll = ,r* lf(t)1. rhen ,)f(n)/ker ll ll: IG),,is a nuclear Banach space, hence finite äfmensionat. This ir r.rrror...ItrJl*n = 1. Therefore we proved the ma"in result of this section:

=i*rlfl: 

rf n - 2 an.i p(D) ls hspoellt_ptic th.en p(D) has no rtght inue,se
,/l 9 

\J./.

For the elliptic case this resurt was first proved by Grothendieck (s. [zt-],Appendix c or lzz), p. 4o f). Theorem 3 implies that a'lso parabolic operators(the heat equation e.g.) have no right.inverses. For hyperboti.-op..uaors it isknown that they have right inverses at least ln C-(R nl.

4. In Grothendieck IBl, II § 4 and also in ]27-lresp. Fr6chet spaces are invest.igated which lead
very similar to the relation fxt11f,F) = O.

relations between Köthe matrices
in concrete examples to results
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l^Je explain,up to some extentthe connection. In particular we show how the re-
sults on fxt11f,f; = 0 can be used to solve a problem of Grothendieck in IB], tI,
§ 4, p. 118 (s. Thm.4.6. below) and to complete his investjgation of the relation
E;6, f in the case that one of the spaces is a power series space satisfying a

certain stability condition. In fact we get a rather complete answer. A more

systematic approach can be found in [33]. The crucial lemma 4.4. as a special-
ized version of a result proved there. For spaces with basis see [tS].

l^le assume E = ),-(A), F = r(B), E a Schwartz space and put P = EU % ,. t can be

considered as a space of double jndexed sequences or of matrices. The dual P' can

be'jdentified with the space of all matrices belonging to bounded linear maps

from F to E. By P*we denote the Köthe dual of P, i.e. the space of all matrices

u = (vi ,j)j ,j e 
^ 

such that

jlj'i,jui,j <+6

for all , = (ui,j)i,j 
e $l ( P. E* means the set of nonnegative real sequences in

E = ),(A).

4.1. Theorem (Grothendieck): rhe folloaing ar,e equttalent:

(a) ? "s bornolccical
b) P 'is barr,ellecl.
(c) P' = Po

(il Vno lrno Vm, ). ( E+ : R > 0 Vi,i :

a. / ' \*i,m 
o ,o*/_1_ . lt ,nn \5. >trr

J,ro f, 
o:,*-oi,no)

It is easy to see that we can write down tSil in the following way:

(SZ) Vno lmo Vm !n, R > 0 Vi,j :

a. /a. a, \l.m ^ I ].n I.m^ \

Il-:KnaxtE:-,8.-lJ,mo \J,m J,no/

Both conditions on the matnices are obviously related. We have even (see [i3l):

4.2. Proposition: Condrtt,ons 4.1.(d) ana $l) ate equitalent.
L'

At least for one part of 4.2. we shall now give a proof not involving any special
assumptions on E or F, in particular they are not assumed to be Köthe spaces.

I,Je recall that for any complete locally convex space X the following implications
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hol d:

X bornological = X barrelled - XU sequentially complete.

l^le shall show that sequential completeness of P;,P = Lb(E,F) or P = E'6n F

rmpltes (s2).

For the proof which has some similarity with the proof of Theorem i in [4] we

use the following notation: A projection P in F is called p -admissible if the

range of P is finite dimensional and

Px= zx.yr(x)
iJ

le

with v. e F-J 
IL

4.3. Lemma: (Sr) is equioalent to the follouing cond.it.ion: For e,tery p there' I'
erist no,k such thq,t fot, aLL K,m there euist n,S and a p-admissibLe projection P

uith
*l+*

llxllm lv k = S(l xl n ly lp + llx ]n y ,, )

oo
for aLL x ( I and y € (ker P)!1. luetc. denote ty'te duaL norms.in (ker P)'.

Pv,oof: |^le put Q = id - P and assume;L< k< K. lnith C such that ilQxllr.:Cllxll,
for j =;L,k,K we have lyl. = lly o Ql. : C lyl, for these j.

We obtain

lxllm llyoali = c s (ilxln llvoall[ + 11*11, llvo0ll])r\ ilo p

for all x € E! y ( (ker P)u, hence for all y ( Fp. Since P has finite dimensional

range an analogous inequality with Q replaced by P is trivial.

t^le add these inequalities and observe that lly o 0lll + ly o pll ls eCuivatent to
ilvll; for i = p,k,K. This proves the assertion.

4.4. Proposition: rf Pb Ls sequentt-ally complete for P=LO(E,F) or P=EÄ 6 F,

then I and F satdsfy condition (52).

Proof: Under the assumption that (S;) does not hold we construct double indexed

sequences rk,n in E and yO,n in F' such that the senies

kln < Yr,n' 't xk,6 )

converges uniformly on every equicontinuous

the map A ( L(F,E) defined by

Ax = rln xr'n v1,n (x)

set of mdps p e L(E,F) and such that
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is not bounded.

Since the equicontinuous subsets of L(F,E) are the bounded sets in Lb(E,F), since

furthermore the canonical map EO 4 t - Lb(E,F) is continuous and under the

canonical identifications (E;6" F)' corresponds to the bounded maps in L(F,E)

(if their image is contained in E c E") this proves the assertion.

|^le apply lemma 4.3. Then by assumption we have pL (we can assume p = 1) such that
for every k (with no = k-1) there exist K (we can assume K = k+1) and m (we can

assume m = k) such that for all n and C and for all I-admissible projections P we

have x ( E, y e (ker P)i with

llxllr< lvlp'c (llxlln

lxllt = n, Ylp = 2

l^Je choose a bijection v * (k(v), n(r)) from lN onto lN ,lN and set up an induction

on v. For v = 1 and k = k(1), n = n(1) we put C = B, P = 0 and choose xk,n, yk,n

according to (*). l^le choose uk,n , F with :uk,n'L - 1, yk,n(uk,n) = 1.

Let xO,n, yk,n, ak,n be chosen for k = k(p), n = n(u) and p = 1, ... ,, such

that (") i s sati sfied and yk,n(ul ,*) = 6k,l 5n,m

We put P(x) = Ir Xr,r r ^r t !t,/ \ ^/., (x). P is a 1-admissible projection. l^le=r K( ),n( ) Yk( ),n1, ; (x)

put k = k(,;+1), n = n('r+1), Q = id - P and choose Co such that Qx ., = Co X i,
for 3 = 1,k,k+1. Now we set c = co 2k*n*1 and find *k,n . E,Jk,n . lier P)'

according to (x), i,e. such that with yk,n = VO,n, Q

(o)
lv i*1 + lxllo-, Y l;)

,k,nlk io,nll - ,k+n+1 ( *k,n n vt ,nli*t + lixp,nik-1 lvk,n i ,.

n, ]o,rll = z.

= im Q such that I uf,n lf = 1 and Yk,n (ak,n) = io,n (uk,n)

llxl,nllp

l,le choose aO,n € ker P

= 1.

I^le obtain double indexed sequences rk,n ( E, yk,n € F', aO,n ( F such that:

(i) max (llxp,n11n lv1,n1l*1, llx1,nllp-1 llvp,nli ). n 2-k-n

(2) lxt,nllp = n , lal,nllp = 1

(3) vp,n (ul,*) = 6k,l 6n,* 
.
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Every equicontinuous subset of L(E,F) is contained in one of the form B =

{p e L(E,F) : lexll* = C(k) llxlnlO; for all k} with increasing sequences n(k) in JN

and C(k) : 0.

Given B we put I = n(1), m = n(1+1) and obtain for tp < B

rfn l(Y1,6, 'rx1,p)l = c(1) rär*r fr l'k,nlk-1 lvo,nlll +

+ c(1+1) oi, ni,, llxp,n ln lvp,n ll*, *

lm-1,*

. c(1) rir*r )n n z-k-n + c(1+1) rir nä* n 2-k-n +,..

Since the estimate is termwise, the series on the left hand converges uniformly

on B.

For A e L(F,E) as defined above we have A uk,n = xO,n hence llA al,nllp = n while

1lap,nl11 = 1 forall kandn. Thereforeforeverykthe set{Ax: lxl,.=1} is
not bounded, i.e. A is not bounded.

Since all the necessary conditions for fxt11t,F) = 0 in [:t] are based on 1S])
they a1l are necessary conditions for the bornologicity or barrelledness of
Lb(E,F). Instead of a converse of Prop. 4.4. wecomplementit by a sufficient
cond i ti on .

4.5. Propositioni rf I and F are nuclear, E y'tas property (DN) and F has prapevt?j

(a), then Lb(E,F) I rU 6" F is bornological.

Pt,oof: From Grothendieck's result t8l,II,§ 4, no3, Cor. 2 (cf. 4.1. and 4.2. )

we know that Lb(s,s) is borno'logica1.

From [24], Prop. 3.3. and 4.5., by adding complements vle obtain exact

seq uence s

0-E1s*G*0

0*H*r3f*0
where G and H are complemented subspaces of s,

Since Extl(E,H) = O and Extl(G,s) = 0 we obtain that the map
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L5(s,s) * Lb(E'F)

tlt lll
^ ao8q -, ^sions+EO@"1-

is surjective. By [B], I, § 1, ho 2, Prop' 3 to E q is a topological homomorphism'

Hence Eo 6" r = Lb(E,F) is bornological '

Let V be a complex analytic manifold. tn [a], II, § 4, P' 128 Grothendieck states

that Lb( ä((U),gC.(V)) is bornological if V = 0, whereas for V = D (unit disc) it

is not. He asks for a classification of complex manifolds with respect to linear

topological properties of ?e(v). Now for the present case we can give a complete

answer.

4.6. Theorem: The folLouing are equit;alent:

(1) lb(X('l), e(\)) is bornolost'cal
(2) Lb(ä€(V) ' & ('l)) 4s barreLled

(3) k (',1) has proPertg (DN)

(4) e,lerg plw4subharmonic funltion on"!, uhdch is bounded ft'om abooe'ts constant

( strong Liouuille proPertg ) .

proof : l,Je have (1) . lZl = Pi sequentially complete for P = Lb(M(U)'M('l)). Bv

4.4. this implies (si) for E = F =*1v;. since [31], Thm. 7.2- is completelv based

o that theorem rhal- #("1) has (DN)'on (S2) we know trom

(3) = (1) follows from 4.5. since&("1) is nuclear and has property (n) (cr. [st]

§ 7,B) .

The equivalence of (3) and (4) is shown in [37].

Before we treat the case of power series spaces we need some information about

the connection between the results of [2] and the present paper' By LB(F'E) we

denote the space of all bounded linear maps from F to E, i.e. those maps which

send some neighbourhood of zero into a bounded set. We obtain from [2], 1'3'

and 1.4.

4.7. Theoremi If E = L-(A) or F = I(B) then the follouing aTe equiualent:

(1) L(F,E) = LB(F'E)

(2) for eoeTy sequence K(N) there ex.ists K such that for each n ue haoe No

and C uith
*l+

llxlln llvllr - c max lx ln llvllr(n)
' N=1,,..,No '! '\"/

for aLL x ( E, Y ( F'.

370
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One p_a|.t at iZl , 7.3. says that at least for reflexive E the equality L(F,E) =

-B(F,E) implies that Eb 8n F, hence also ti 4 f ls barrelled.

l^le recall that a Frächet space F has property (n) if the fol)owing holds (s.[3q ,

lz6 ),
(?) vkrKvLrc>0 vy€F 'ivi=c vrl vlli.

One connection Setween [ZZ] ana the present paper is given by the following lemma

which explains in a very satisfactory way the coincidence of the conditions in

[:tt , +.2. and lzl), +.3. as well as in ]:t], c.3. (r=1) and i27],2.1. at least
for nuclear,il(r).

4.8, Lemma: If E = t-(A) or F = ),(B) end, F has prapei.t! (n) t,tLen (S\) ir,pUe"
I i F F\ = rR/tr tr\

. o.': (S. ) yields n^. For a given sequence K(N) we put = K(n-) and obtain*' 1'- 'o'
trom (S1) a number k such that for all K and m we have n and S with

xr,:s (,,,,. tr * rxrno lffg
for a'l I x ( E, y ( F'.

For k ive choose K u k according to (a) and obtain for L = K(n), n = n(K,m) as in
*

(S1), a C > 0 such that

qk 
= c US.,

lvlp rlvl[

forally(F'.

lnle obtain for x ( E, y € F':

+fi.*
llxllm llvllr = (c + S) max (llxlln llvll«(n;,1lxllno llvllxlno; )

which proves the assertion.

Remat:k: A similar proof shows that (S;) ana (Si) are equivalent if E has pro-
perty (DN).

1n the following theorem we assume for (3), o.and p.that s6p "n*1/ *n . * *

311
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and for (3), y. that'lim on+lIon = 1 (stabdLity assunptöons).

A Fröchet space F has property (p') if the following holds (s. -Zl); [St]I :

ol+e + *€
täl vk,e>o :KvL :c>o vy€F', tvlli sc lvlilvt[ .

Obviously property (F) impfies (s ).

The theorem extends (in the nuclear case) Prop. 15 in tSl, II, §4,no3 whi.h gives

the case o. for E a Köthe space.

4.9. Theorem: If E and F av'e nucLean'and one of them a poüe? set'ies space satis-

fying our stabtlity assutnptions, tLten the follouing are equi'talent:

(1) Lb(E,F) is bornological
(2) Lb(E,F) is bart:elled
(s) a.if F = l.(o) : E vLas property (DN)

r -'? E - ^ /-\ F hos proper,q (A)P."J t - rro\u,i

y.r:f E =.,tr(a) ;Fhasproperty (9).

Proof: As in 4.6. we have (1) - (2) = (S;). Since the necessity parts of thms.

4.7.,4.?.,4.3. in [31] are based on (Si), these theorems vield (2) = (3). In

the cases ü.and p. (3) = (1) follows from 4.5., in the case Y.condition tSil is *
satisfied as we know from [3], 4.2. the sufficiency part of which is based on (51)'

4.8. yields L(F,E) = LB(F,E), which imp'lies barrelledness of Ei 6n t ? Lb(E,F)

(t. [zI, 7.3.). Finally Theorem 14.3. b ln [a], II, § 4 no 2 tells that in this

case (2) - (1).

5. We want to determine those Frächet spaces E and F which can occurin a non-

trivial way in the relation Extl(E,F) = 0. We shall use the theory or [:r]. Hence

the main tool is an investigation of the relations (Sr) and (52).

For a given fundamental system of seminorms in F we denote by FO the canonical

Banach spaces. The dual of FO can be identified with the space F[, its norm
*

with ll ll[. ]Je use the following condition introduced by BelIenot and Dubinsky

[:l to characterize the Fr6chet spaces which have nuclear Köthe quotients with

conti nuous norm

(o) !pvklK:sup{lvlli ,ye F*,llyli=ri =*-.

Typical examples for spaces not satisfying (x) are products of Banach spaces or,

more general,quoiections (t. ISl). The only Frächet Montel space which does not

sati sfy (x) is r».
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*
5.1. Propositioni If F does not satisfg (x) then (S1) ls satisfied for et-set'y

Fröchet space E,

The proof is obvious.

tr,Jith respect to the fo11owing ana.lysis (Lemma 5.3. and Thm. 5.5.) the proposition

means that for F not satisfying (*) rve cannot get any information on E from (S,)
+ 4' 1'

or from (Sr). However it is only knovrn under additional assumptions that (Sr) im-

plies Extl(E,F) = O (see e.g. Thm. 1.9. or .sI], S el.

If we restrict our attention mainly to the cases where either E or F is contained
'in the class of nuclear spaces then the case where F is nuc.lear causes no diffi-
culty since in this case (Sr) imOlies Ext'(E,F) - 0.

In the other case l,^re can give a precise characterization of the spaces F for which
1

Lxr (L,rj = u ror every E. Fol lowing Bellenot and Dubinsky -3- we call quojections

the Fr6chet spaces F rvhere F/keui s a Banach space for any continuous semi-

norm These are the spaces occuring in Lemma 3.2.. From Lemma 3.2. and an

argument in [3f, we obtain:

5.2. Theorem : 1'he fc'i.-toi't)rit eve eqt/.i1.)i-Le-ti1: fcr a Frb.:he1- space F :

(i) Fisaqu"ojecttctL
12, Ext-( ,F) = 0
1,') Ext'(E,F) = 0 ;.r ereril ttcletr, FrLche,l: space E.

From [3- we know the following. ]f F is a quojection then it does not satisfy
(*). The converse is true fcr reflexive F. It is unknown if it is true always,

i.e, if F is a quojection iff it does not satisfy (*). Hence we do not know if
(for E restricted to the class of nuclear spaces) 5.1. and 5.5. cover everything.
But 5.1. says that 5.5. (1) is optimal as long as we use conditions (Sr) and (Sr)

for our analysis.

L^lhile in the preceding we discussed cases where t,nle cannot get any information on*+1
E from (St) resR. (52) or from Ext'(E,F) - 0, our main obiective is now to in-
vestigate the case of spaces with (*). l.^le need the following generalization of (DN)

(cf. [2_i, i34] ). Let p always denote a strictly increasinq continuous function
(0,+-) - (0,+-), 1im o(r) = + -.

(DNa) :no vmfn, C vx € E, r>0 :

lx,m : Cq(r) Ilxllno Itl*,rn.
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5.3. Lemma: rfF satisfies (x) and E and.F satisfy 6l; tnn E has ptoperty
(DN ) for same 0.' a''
Proof: l,le choose p according to (x) and obtain trom (Si) no and k. (*) again

yields K and putting this into (S)) we final'ly obtain: For every m there exists
n and S such that for all x ( E and y + 0 ( F' we have:

lty t" tvt)
xlm : S . .* rX'n * S -+,'*ln,,, ly, k ,,o 

lyirr

l,Je choose a sequence y. € F'. such thatv !r.

**
llv, lt llvr*1Jlp

-

, ,* , ,* /,,--\
' y, llK lly,+l llK \"t*,

and a function a such that for all S > 0 we have C > 0 with

5 v,*rll - c o (+ r'', ;\
Yv+r k \- tl-)

for al'l v e IN. For

t+

I'yr'k < (n- .lyr*t]t
, ,,* ..*
' 
y,l'K llyr*, lr*

we obtain

llxllm = cq(r) lxlln - + lxlln
o

By increasing C if necessary we have this inequality for all r > 0 which proves

(DNa)

5.4, Lemma: If E has pz,oper.ty (DN,r) for some e then thet,e exists a nuclean,

Köthe space x(B) aith continuous norm such that (S) is satisfied,

Pv,oof: l,le choose a strictly increasing function V : (0,+-) * (0,+-), V(r) - r,
v(1) = ,' liT- v(r) = + - such that

tim *'{t) =0
r-@ ,r-'(.)

-1
for all v € lN. Moreover we choose a sequence P.i - 1 such that I pj a { o
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i,,Je put

oi,, = 1 for a1l j
-1 _1b. " = 'o...o l ' (.,.) for alI j

1'l L-------- \ l/ '-' -

(j-1)times

and defin. bj,k for k > 2 inductively by

-1 -1=.V'o ...o 'tr' (Pi)
r--------1,r4

( j -k )times

- Pj

Hence I(B) is nuclear. It has continuous norm,

*
To establish (S, ) we choose n^ such that for all m we have n,C with'I', O --

/n.. \
b5,r.*1 = oj,o (rthl

\ "' /
l,Je obtain for j : k

b.
J,K+t

4- = J-.;11 (b3,2)

(k-1)times

lxl m s C,p (r) *lino - + *1 
n
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(1)

for all r> 0 and x ( E. For given p we put k = u, + 1 and obtain for all K> k

and large j

Lu. .,
J,K5-l
J 'K

In (1) we put r =

lxlm

= tl 
K-P

for large j

b.
* , J'* llxliD,,, 'N

J rN

(H)

hence

llx 
m

U. ,

J,K

llx
,n+oi,K

lix

b.
J rLr
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for all j with appropriate S - 0, which proves the assertion (cf. 4.2').

Lemma 5.3. and 5.4. together give the following theorems. Proposition 5.1.

telIs us that the restriction on F is natura'l,

5.5. Theorem; The folloaing are eqrLttalent:
(1) there ertists F satt.sfying (x) s"ech tltat f xtl 1f , F ) = 0

1(2) there ext:sts anuclearFrLot 'tsr:nrot"S;h.ic :o '., -'uck rh.t Ext'(E,F) = 0

t ö/ E .as praper , (DN, ) ,'or so^.e ,s.

Rernank: A trivial consequence is that (1) or (2) implies that E admits a

conti nuous norm.

To give a more careful analysis of the meaning of (3) in 5,5. we use the

f ol l owi ng condi t'i on (s. [Zg] ) :

(x+) There exists po such that for every p: po we have a q: p with the follo -

wing property: every sequence in E which is Cauchy w.r.t. q and converges to

0 w.r.t. ^ even converges to 0 w.r.t.P6P
This condition is equivalent to E being countably normable (s. I Z]), i.e. to

the existence of a fundamental system of norms on E whichmakes it into a countably

normed space in the sense of Gelfand - Silov.

5.6. Lemma: The folLouing are equiualent :

I E hos propar 'y (DNp) lor soto t
(2) the arLalogue ta (xx; uith "Cauc/.ty" r,eplaced by tbou.ndedtt holds.

Proof: It is easy to prove that (1) implies (2). l^le assume (2) and show that the

property there impl ies:

for all x € E, r > 0 and an appropriate function a(r) = *p,po,q(t).

For this it suffices to show that for every r > 0 there exists M such that for
all x ( F

x = M xl * 1 xiPPorq

l4e assume that this were not true. Then there exists a r > 0 such that for every

M we have xM ( E with
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*1,4p tl'4 *Mllpo lxyllo

In particular *Mip - 0. Hence we can assume 1x1,41i0 = 1. But then xri 
Oo 

* 0 and

,, q = r for all M which contradicts (2).

lie choose e such that

rim lg.!"r!(t) = o

F-- q(r)

for all p,pe,9 wh'ich occur. It follows that E has property (DNr).

If E is a Schwartz space then for every p we have !'such that every sequence

which is bounded w.r.t. !'has a subsequence which is Cauchy w.r.t. p. This proves

the second part of the following lemma, the first one is obvious from 5.6,

5.7. Lemma: (1) rf I has properly (DNr) for sone q then it is countably normable.

(2) If I ls a countab|ynornable Scltuartz space then it hcrspt'operty (DN,o) for
sone Q ,

Hence theorem 5.5. gives for the case of Schwartz spaces:

5.8. Theorem: For a Scltuartz space E the follouing are eqtLttalerlt:
(1) there erists a Schuartz space (nu"clear space) F not isoncrplic to a such

tttat €xtl(l,F) = 0

(2) E ts countably nornable.

In Dubinsky [5], f6] and in IZ], [Ze] there are given examples of nuclear

(F)-spaces with continuous norm but not countably normable which therefore do

not have the bounded approximation property. From the preceding we conclude that
there are also examples of nuclear spaces E with continuous norm for which there

is no F satisfying (x) such that Extl(E,F) = O. For F satisfying (*) and nuclear
- ,1,-E 5.1. implies Ext'(E,F) = 0.

To determine conditions on F for the existence of E such that Extl(f,F) = O we

recalI the folIowing concept which was introduced by Grothendiecf [0l : A 1oca11y

convex space F is called quasi-normable if for every equicontinuous set A c F'

there is a neighbourhood of zero V in Fsuch that on Athe topology of FO coin-

cides with the topology of uniform convergence on V.

Equivalently (r. Isl, p. 107): F is quasi-normable if and only if for every

neighbourhood of zero U there exists V such that for each o > 0 there exists a

377
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bounded set B c F such that

VcB +oU

In [t+] it is shown that a Frächet space F is quasinormable if and only if
there exists q such that F has the property

(n*) vplk vKl C v r- 0,y € F' :

.lr*1t+
yklC (r) yr*. y

5.9. Lemma: If E ancl. F satisfy tS| I ,,.a E is a r)ycpe:t, (non ncrmabLe) Ftöchet
space, then F has property (n,r) for sorne lp

Proof: If F does not satisfy condition (*) then it obviously has property (n-)
for every .p and hence it is quasi-normable.

If it satisfies condition (x) then we know from the remark after 5.5. thal E

admits a continuous norm. l,Je can assume that a1I I 11 on E are norms. In an

analogous way as in the proof of 5.3. we show that F has property (er) for
Some e

Given p we find no and k accordinq to 1Sl), We choose *, ho such that there
exists a sequence xv € E such that

X, m Xy+1 
mX \",.il (*J'Iuno 

o

This is possible since F is not normable. For given K and m we obtain n and s
such that for all y ( F' and v :

o l'xrJ'n * ^ X,, 
^ *Yn'S -;_[ yK - s \# y,,

l,le conti nue as i n the proof of 5 .3 .

The existence of a nuclear r(A), even with some additional properties, for given
F with property (nr),such that Extl(r(A),F) = 0 is implicitly shown ln [f+].
But since we do not need here the additional properties we give a direct proof.

5.10. Lemma: If F has propertA Gt,) fon same te then the,e exists a nuclear
Köthe space E = I(A) s.^ch that (Si) ,:s satisft,ed..

Pnoof: We can assume o(r) - r, *if) = 1. We choose oj,1 such that I o5-1. + -

378
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and put

ui,1 = i for alI j

ar . = o= for all j
J,I J

For k - 2 we defjn. uj,k inductively by

ui,k*1 = ui,k ta(u;,k)'

An induction argument shows that,.0(a3,t) z or' for k:2 hence

J rK+I

i_ =,p(aj,k) _"j

which implies that r(A) is nuclear.

The proof continues as the proof of 5.4.

The equivalence of (2) and (3) in the following theorem is contained in [1{,
theorem 6. It should be noticed that here we do not need the more sophisticated

construction of r.(A) given in ß4]. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is contained

in Lemmas 5.9. and 5.10.

5.11. Theorem: Fov, a Fröchet space F the follcutng are e,quiualent:
(1) thet:e ert)sts e praper Ft:äctzet space E sL,ch that fxt11f,F) = 0

(2) F has properfu (n*) for some ,p

(3) F is quasi-nonnable
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